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PIECES OF LIFE-

WITH THIS RING-

WOMEN'S

Exhibits and festivals

Why are forty-two cou
ples getting married this

BASKETBALL

summer? Here's some

N C A A D i v. I l l

ideas!

powerhouse!
Sports, page 10

are in full swing this
month. We've got the
info, you need —
A&E, page 6

17-1, they're a

Opinion, page 5
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Homecoming: Past and present
and come out into public?

K RY S TA L N E L S O N

here.

Tuesday, Feb. 6 is your chance,
as it is Actor and Character Day.
So, whatever your favorite char

Homecoming 2001. The latest,

acter is, whether it be the Coca-

Stajf Writer
F i n a l l y,

it's

most exhilarating, most mind-

C

o

1

polar bear

school spirit.

On Friday night during

Arena on Wednesday, Feb. 7.
Just think: because this day is

Thursday, Feb. 8 in University
Hall's parking lot.

Homecoming week, floor hours

Monday, Feb. 5 starts the week
off with a midnight breakfast at
10 p.m.

This will be a chance for our sen

Thursday

Stooges,

Day.

the Feb. 6

T

people
you have

ing their freshman year.
Saturday morning, Feb. 10.
there will be a Powder Puff game.
In the afternoon, just so the men

come

won't feel left out, there will be a

the

h

e

to

know

and

love, the

Monday is also Pajama Day.
So come and model your Scooby

star inside

F

of you.

O ' c l o c k

D o o ' s f o r u s o n F e b . 5 . WA R N

A

ING — wearing your pj's all day
does not warrant you an excuse

m o v i e
s

not to take a shower.

would not

For all of you who disregard
this warning you will have a
chance to bathe right after the

be

i c e w a t e r.

Have you ever felt a pressing
desire to dress up as Grace Kelly

iors to take a walk down memory
lane, return to their roots, and

like

is

m o v i e

midnight breakfast during Polar
Bear Swimming. Don't worry;
there won't be any real polar
bears there, but you might fee!
one after enjoying the sparkling

will be extended until midnight.

visit the dorms they lived in dur

is your

fun.

tights, perhaps?

C a m e o

day to
dress up

of

class float for Homecoming on

the Three

need

lot

ic, come to the Sherwood ice

also

packed with everything you'll
a

Whatever that entails. Blue

or one ofj

Homecoming week is
have

a great opportunity to aid your
classmates in decorating your

If you feel like getting athlet

a

blowing experience out there. It
includes fun, excitement, laugh
ter. thrills, and most importantly,

to

and see a movie, all for a buck?

t

i

v

e

People,
a

a

File Photo

College.
In the last meeting, the

perform
ing
in

men lost. The women's game

Bauman

movie stars^y^gji^ cheerleaders perform at the Homecoming assembly auduon
without a last year in a once a year performance.

begins at 6 p.m., and the men's
begins at 8 pm.
At the end of the week of

F r i d a y,

homecoming activities, all the
points each class has accumulat

Though you might not have your
own film to star in, you can come
to Twin Cinema's homecoming

Athletic Day, you will already be
dressed to play and get aggres
sive on the ice. So get up in the

Feb. 3

activity on the evening of Feb. 6
for only $1. Where else will you
have the chance to dress up like

morning and put on your preSuperbowl jersey or your ballet

the opening act for Five O'clock

your favorite actor or character

Speaking of floats, you have

t u t u .

women beat the Wildcats and the

on

um

m o v i e .

That evening, George Fox
University will be facing off with
their biggest rival, Linfield

be

will

r

Bruin Brawl.

for their second release

p a r t y.
Scholars and Fools will be

People. Friday is also Spirit Day,
so get up in the morning and
show off your school spirit.

ed will be calculated and the win

ning class will receive a prize.
The week concludes Sunday,
Feb. 11 with a chapel service. All
alumni and current students of

George Fox are invited to attend.

Ambassadors — touring with a servant's heart
some very helpful, posi
tive and ambitious stu

dents in a group called
the
University
Ambassadors.
T

h

University
Ambassadors,
a

It's

cussing potential special tours,
and brainstorming ideas for

ale the time the Ambassadors

becoming better acquainted with
patrons of the school and com
munity members.

prospective student Sondra

not just what we show,

i t ' s what we tell them too."

volunteer

Left to right: Andrew Garrett, Angie Frank, Sienna Hester,

Wulff. Not pictured: Heather Lilley, Lindsey Bennington,
Erica Holteii, Scott Biirkhart, Dave Kilian
ERIN

NEWBERRY

Staff Writer

This year's freshman class

holds a record for the highest
enrollment in George Fox histo

ry. One may say this is due to the
high academic standards the uni

versity advertises. One may say
enrollment has increased because

of the great financial aid packet
offered to freshmen planning to
attend George Fox.
However, one may also sim

i

n

a

group of students. They're
all leaders, they're very responsi
ble; they're wonderful examples
of a student here at George Fox."

life. As students, we are

a belter representation
of that," said Dan White (junior),
one of the two original members
still involved with the group.

she said.

Typical tours include a trip to
all the major buildings on campus

ply conclude that this astounding

give one campus tour and attend
a one-hour planning meeting.
The meetings are geared towards

including dorms and offices, a
thorough layout of campus and
spiritual life and unique anec
dotes about George Fox.

record was simply a result of

signing up for tour times, dis

Visiting students greatly appreci-

Each week, the 15 members

Homes, "From the time I entered

the office until we completed the
tour, everything was very person
able. I was treated very well."

s\\\ '

know about campus

far as students are con

Dan White, Abbie Schmitt, Matt Gerber, Melissa McKenzie,
Adina McConaughey, Rachel Tanner, Ben McRenolds, Crystal

d

dents are the ones who

"They felt it would
be a good thing to do as

Said

radeship with each other and
A

cerned because the stu

S w a n b o r o u g h
(Admissions) and Amy
Chapman (senior). .

tours.

fun lunchtime meetings, com

McConaughey
(Visit Coordinator
Undergraduate
Admissions) facilitates
the group of students. "The
reason 1 love being a part
Ambassadors and being the
facilitator of this group is
that they're a wonderful

ago by Jennifer

the

year has been filled with retreats,

Sophomore

who give tours to
visiting prospects, was
developed three years

to

For the 15 Ambas.sadors, this

- Melissa McKenzic,

group of students Y

devote

George Fox University,

^and the knowledge that
they are carrying on a

^'tradition of excellence for the school.
^"'XThey will continue to
encourage visitors to
view George Fox
positively with their

enthusiasm and willing
spirits.
As the mission statement

proclaims: "University ambassa
dors are a group of servant-heart
ed leaders striving to clearly rep
resent our Lord and George Fox
University while fostering rela
tionships with prospective stu
dents, alumni, and the communi

ty, providing dynamic lasting
impressions for everyone we
e n c o u n t e r. "
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Campus Contentpldtiotts
Valentine's Day: A worldwide institution of love
.

S t u d e n t s s h a r e Va l e n t i n e

Shara Denniston shares, "My
senior year of high school my boyfriend

Day memories:

gave me a dozen roses and took me out to

"In 9th grade I got my girlfriend a
dozen roses. She got pissed off and swore
at me because they were the wrong color.

necklace. I still have it. And 1 gave him a

Girls," says student Aaron Schmautz.
Nicholas Hultberg tells, "My best
Valentine's Memory was last year. I took
Meg Boden to the Rhinelander in Portland.
We had a great time with the music and
food. -Then I got up and ask the guy to
play right at our table and I put my arm out
and asked her to dance. We danced right
in the middle of the restaurant not caring
who was looking at us. We were in our
own little world! From then on we decid
ed to make the Rhinelander be our tradi

tion on Valentine's Day."
Jen Westerberg says, "Last year,
(my boyfriend), when we were just getting
together, made me a construction card
Valentine with a poem he wrote in it. It had

it. He is now facing

charges from the insur
ance company for
insurance fraud."

dinner and gave me a Black Hills Gold

most memorable
Valentine's Day was

Erin Shank states, "My high
school boyfriend broke up with me. I

when Cynthia Becker
was teasing him about

stayed home all day sitting on the couch,
crying, while my dad was marrying his
next wife. All my guy friends came over
and gave me a rose and said they were

being his Valentine.
After their staff meet

ing, Brian took her to

sorry, while I sat there and cried."

Tiiikum and they
walked around the lake

R o s l y n B a r n fi e l d , " O n
Valentine's Day of'98,1 woke up at 5 a.m.
to get ready for school. I was looking

and talked.
In the next cou

ple days, Brian noticed

through my closet for something to wear
when I hear some crackling — almost like

in second grade, when a boy gave her
candy and she didn't want it (she cried), so
her family ate it.

f.lSA

kitchen to look across the deck and see that

my neighbor's house was on fire. 1 mean

¥

R E A L L Y o n fi r e .

"The thing was flaming like noth

¥

"Turns out my neighbor lit it on
fire. He was a psycho to say the least —
drug addict, alcoholic you name it, he was

Student Snapshots

elementary education majors. Walker,
whose favorite color is blue, enjoys water
skiing, snow skiing, working out, horeeback riding, oil painting, hanging out with

friends, and doing anything fun
Walker's best Valentine's Day

Nathan Shielee
Nathan Shielee, a junior from
Gresham, Ore. loves the color blue, with a lot of
sparkle. He is a junior computer science major.
Shielee enjoys talking with friends,
working on cars, being an RA, playing his trum
pet, all-night conversations, and reading. He
also enjoys outdoor activities such as playing

any intramural sport, hiking, camping, walking
on the beach, putting off homework until the

she went to school and there were roses in

night before it's due, and surviving on not

formal.

A favorite quote of Betsy's is
"Curiosity killed the cat, but I bet the cat

enough sleep.
Shielee's favorite quote is "Christ is

PFv/

OnH

Kia

Ko/4

a crush on, boy wrote me this note that said
'Time is precious, but there is somethng
more precious than time.' 1 thought he
might like me, but he didn't.

L o c a t e d o n 2 2 5 W. P o w e l l
Boulevard in Gresham, it's a

DELZER

Contributing Writer

must-go for the sauerkraut lovers

C a n d l e l i g h t fl i c k e r s
across the evening shadows. A
single rose rests on the table

in the bunch.

gazing into each other's eyes, as
a luscious lobster lies tantalizing-

Evangeline's Restaurant on 1304
E . P o w e l l , a Vi c t o r i a n - s t y l e
restaurant serving everything
from Italian to American.

If dinner just doesn't cut

Everything fades out of view as .

it and an after-dinner stroll is

Wa i t — B o n A p p e t i t

more your style, check out Palio
Coffee and Desert House on

only serves lobster on Family

1996

Weekend and no candles are

Specializing in unique, pastries

a l l o w e d i n t h e d o r m s . To o b a d .

and desserts, as well as Italian

But for those who insist on

espresso, there is nothing like a
small cafe to promote beautiful

SE

Ladd

Street.

conversation.

Or, if your hearts desire,

key to a dreamy, fun Valentine's
Day with their sweetie.

grab a hot mocha to go and take a
walk through the neighboring

If conversation over

rose gardens. True, it's winter.

dinner is your wish and barbeque
strikes your fancy. Clay's

But with a little creativity in

Street, its cozy atmosphere lends

pouring on the charm, this will be
a great opportunity to show your

girl you care by presenting her
with a real rose.

itself to a quiet, down-to-earth

And of course, when a

evening. With an assortment of
barbeque as well as creative sal

little coffee and literary genius

ads, there's nothing like country

on 1005 W. Bumside Street is a

cooking.

terrific place to relax in their instore coffee shop and discuss
everything from Mark Twain to
Robert Asprin.

Going ethnic? Try a
hip, Spanish restaurant open until

2 a.m. daily, the Colosso

Restaurant and Tapas Bar on

1932 NE Broadway. Offering

original styles in a cozy environ
ment, the Colosso provides

- St. Augustine

everything from dinners to light
hors d'ouerves.

had fun!"

Also nearby sits

ly on a plate, untouched.

not valued at all unless He is valued above all."

Or

seek

out

Truffiehunter, offering a German
cuisine and terrific desserts

SARAH E. DORSEY, Editor-in-Chief

DAN W. WILLIS, A&E Editor

DAVIDA J. ANKENY, Assistant Editor

JUSTIN A. LOH, A&E Editor

BETH TEMPLETON, News Editor
SERENA N. BRUMUND, Sports Editor
MELISSA MOCK, Opinion Editor

I

Then another time, this that I had

Smokehouse Grill is a must.
Located on 2932 SE Division

memory was a time in high school, when

her locker from a guy asking her to the

rti

did because I broke up with him."

adding a little romance to their
college experience, a short drive
into Portland should provide the

Tigard, Ore. is one of George Fox's lovely

^

school, one time I got this bear and flow
ers (from a guy) and I was really
embarassed because I was a freshman and
I didn't know what to get him, so on my
card 1 said I'd get him a shirt, but I never

.. no!

Betsy Walker, a junior from

_

Cori Wulf recalls, "In high

where a man and his beloved sit,

out.

Betsy Walker

_

Too Poor For Steak and Lobster?

glass was breaking.
"I came out of my room into the

ing else, so I woke everyone up and called
911 and the fire department came to put it

Marisa Merritt tells about a time

1-

Brian Durick's

CD."

all these cut outs from all our dates like the
Olive Garden and the movies."

.

his face was getting puffy and he had red
marks on his face. One of his professors
even asked him if he had gotten kicked in
the head. Then he figured out he had poi
son oak and had to get medication.

are the key, Powell's Book Store

Whatever makes your

Valentine's Day special whether dinner out, a walk by the
waterfront, or a trip to the zoo,
the Portland museum, or the
Japanese gardens — have a terrif

ic evening! After all, isn't what
you do, but who you're with, that
counts.

NATHAN L. GOFF, Business Manager
ERIN M. SHANK, Copy Editor ^
MELANIE S. mock, Crescent Advisor

The Crescent encourdge.s render respon.sc and participation through leters to the editors. Utters should be typewriten and n I

thhcld by request. We reserve the right to edit for clarity and space. Send your leters to The Crescen" S^'uB bLx unsigned leters
—

'
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From the Pen of the
President

Coffee: the
Christian
Beer
BRIAN niTRTrv
President

When I need a pick-me-up. I take a

drink. When Tm low on energy. I take a
drink. When I need to loosen up and "have
a good time," I take a drink. When I want to

hang out with friends or meet people in a
low-key atmosphere. 1 get a drink. I drink
with friends; I drink alone.

The chemical I drink is highly addictive
and puts me in a much happier (although
more volatile) mood. 1 can't go for more

than a week without having that sweet nectar
of the gods.
I drink coffee.

r know I'm not alone in my addiction.

Especially here at George Fox where that
rich, roasted beverage is the drink of choice
among student, staff, and faculty (I've even

seen these people drink it together! In pub
lic! Scandalous!).

I've had friends whose work-study job
has mainly consisted of going on coffee runs
for everyone in the entire office. When the

gofer returned, it was party central (at least
as partying as a Quaker office can get: they
sat in mellow silence for two hours).

1 might also add that one should never
drink (coffee) and drive. 1 remember a trip
two years ago with two friends — oh, let's
call them Faith M. Curammeng and Rebecca
L. Jellum — as we went to go gel pumpkins
at Grandma's Pumpkin Patch in Sherwood

for a sophomore class activity.

PA G E 3

OPINION

God's divine plan after graduation
MELISSA

MOCK

Opinion Editor
There are many benefits that come
with entering your final semester in col

lege, not the least of which is the chance
for chapel exemption. Your class load

serves God. To the graduate from a

I believe this is why many graduates

Christian university there is the need to

experience anxiety when it comes to
making career decisions - what if I
choose a field where God can't use me?

find work that helps others and changes
lives, which may be harder to find than a

job that merely makes money.
Don't get me wrong. 1 think that

finding a career where God can use you

lightens and senioritis hits, leaving in its
wake a sense of unmotivated euphoria,
even in the face of projects and exams.
However, there is one question that
haunts all graduating seniors, causing

is vastly important.
What I have trouble with is the lim

them sleepless nights and hours of agony:

worker, but what about a stock

"What are you going to do next year?"
For all you undergraduates out there

broker? There is a tendency to
think that working on Wall
Street is synonymous with

looking for a little cheap entertainment, I
suggest you approach seniors with this
very question. At first a look of panic

itations we put on what that sort of career
looks like. It is easy to see how God can

This is silly. God can use you any
where. Remember Jesus' promise to us
in John chapter 16: "Take heart, I have
overcome

the

world."

God

calls

Christians in to all careers so that we can

stake a claim for Him in a new area, or as
it is says in the prayer of Jabez so we can

use a youth pastor or a social

increase his territo-

Now, back to
my note about that

greed and materialisin and, as

all-important word
"yet." It is the atti

Christians, we look down on

tude behind this

will cross their face. Some will begin

people who want to be a part of

muttering to themselves and wonder off
in a daze. Others will make up a cock-amamie story about all their plans and
how excited they are; don't believe them
for a second. They are just as unsure as
the rest of us. The most common answer,
and the most honest, is simply "1 don't

that.

word that separates
GF graduates from

know...yet."
Take note: They said, "I don't

culture, but people who want to
go to Hollywood or Broadway
-forget it! How could any self
respecting Christian believe
that God is calling them to be a

know...yef." That yet is very important,
don't ignore it. It is what makes students
graduating from George Fox different
from students graduating from other
schools. But I'll get back to that later.
So why are the vast majority of sen
iors unprepared for life after graduation?
Haven't they just spent the last three and
a half years taking classes in a specific
field so that one day they would be ready
to enter a career? Well, yes. But finding
a job isn't what worries students, it's

1 t h i n k t h e fi e l d t h a t t h i s

others. It is the

sort of mentality effects the

belief

most is that of the performing

that

God

will reveal his plan
soon enough.

arts. We have some tolerance
for musicians who desire to

Though the
way may not be

enter the world of Christian pop

clear now. our faith

gives us assurance
that He is ultimate

ly in control.
When

someone

stage performer or filmmaker? In this
day and age, those fields are filled with
nothing but sex and immorality. You
must have heard wrong. God isn't calling

asks us what we plan on doing with the
rest of our life we don't have to say, "I
don't know, period." Instead we say, "1

you there.

So, to my fellow graduates out there.
1 want to offer some encouragement.

The bottom line is the Christian cul

d o n ' t k n o w. . . b u t I a m s u r e G o d d o e s . "

ture places more value in some occupa
tions than others. We praise people who
are called to pastor a largely Christian

Keep your options open and your eyes
on God and remember that you are only
22(ish). You have the rest of your life to

finding the right job.
\ don't mean right in the worldly
sense where money and prestige out

population and look down on those who
are prepared to step out alone into a field

settle into a career.

weigh all other considerations. In fact,
this sort of pressure from faculty and fel
low students is largely absent. In its

at those who want to be counselors and

place is the pressure to find a career that

fi n a n c e .

where God seems to be absent. We smile

therapists, but shake our heads at those
who want to enter the world of fashion or

For now, just keep listening to God
and be prepared to go where he calls,
even if it is unexpected. Have fun this
semester and don't worry loo much
about your future...at least not yet.

All of us had some very potent mochas
before hand, and let's just say that I'm glad 1

didn't get pulled over, because three college
students laughing hysterically about kilts
and flying pumpkins would not look good.
Would any officer believe that we were not
intoxicated?

An imaginary scenario:
Officer: Have you kids been smoking or
drinking anything?
Faith: No, but we've been partaking of the
C h r i s t i a n b e e r.

Me and Rebecca: HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!

What do you know about. . . evolution?
A quick and easy guide to some hotly debated topics.
MELISSA

MOCK

Opinion Editor
The theory of Evolution is a topic that

is hotly debated in both religious and

stand more about biochemistry and
molecular biology (the study of DNA).
More and more scientists are offering
alternatives to this traditionally accepted

which neither side was terribly well-

idea.

simply want to be able to sound like you
know what you are talking about, then

As a senior biology major, 1 have found

Officer: Get out of the car.

secular circles. More than once an out

Coffee: Why don't you offer me to the nice
policeman?
Me: Oh, no. Mr. Penguin's stealing our

raged student has written to the "Matters
of Faith" folder complaining that their
Foundations of Biology professor teach
es (horror of horrors) Evolution. Some

that it is almost impossible to dance
around or ignore the

people think that evolution and creation
are mutually exclusive ideas — if God

with the assumption

Officer: You have the right to remain silent

created the world then Darwin must have

are

been wrong. Others believe in Theistfc

Darwinists and that

As you can see, coffee can be fun. It can

evolution — that God used evolution on

pumpkins!!!

Faith and Rebecca: HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!

be your friend. If you have too much of it. it
can even talk to you. But please, for your
sake and the sake of others, drink caffeine
responsibly.

—' Sample Personal Ad

(from The Crescent. Feb. 10, 1989):

J am
lookingCharming
toward to living happily
To-'My
PRiNC-t^

ever after with you! My taiO'-God-father has
blessed niy every wi.sh!!
From: Cindhrkli-.a

Think you can do better? Show tis-read

a small scale to further his grand designs
for the universe.

informed on the issue, so I would like to

offer a few resources that may be helpful.
If you are interested in this debate, or

check out some of the books listed.

issue of evolution.

—> Darwin's Black Box. Michael Behe: Easy to

Most texts are written

read, offers a biochemical challenge to evolution that

that all the readers

anyone can understand.

devout

—> Teach Yourself Evolution. Marlon Jenkins: Simple
anyone who believes guide to understanding evolutionary theory.
otherwise has the IQ

of a peanut. In the —> Defeating Darwinism bv Opening Minds. D.E.

For centuries humans believed that

face of such abject

Johnson: Slim paperback that helps to understand why

God created the universe in six days (or
six day-ages). In fact, this belief was so

dismissal of creation-

Darwinism may be false.

widely held that it was almost undisput
ed — until the late 19th century when

questioning what I —> Evolution: A Theory in Crisis. Michael Denton;
had grown up believ- An extremely thorough, scientific challenge. Often dif
j p g _ t h a t G o d ficult to read, hut answers many questions.

Charles Darwin wrote his infamous The

Origin of the Species and turned modern
science upside down.
Now Darwin's theory of natural selec
tion is taught as fact in most high school
classrooms and creation is scoffed at by
any "true" scientist. However, the tables
are slowly turning as we begin to under

ism, 1 found myself

designed humans to
have a relationship
with him.

1 have often over

heard, or read on
Foxinail, arguments
about evolution in

—> Scientists Confront Creationism. Laurie Godfries:

Also a challenge to read. This hook offers modern
science's side of the issue. I would recommend sec
tions five, eight, and fifteen.

the next page to find out how^
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OPINION!

"Ring-by-Spring": not just a myth at Fox
Why are so many engaged?
SHARA
&

DENNISTON

MARISA

MERRITT

Guesi Writers
MELISSA

MOCK

Old Maid

!t happens every year around

this lime. A smitten college stu
dent, obviously in love, proposes
marriage to his girlfriend. Six to

eight months of planning get
underway, foiiowed by the most

perfect little summer wedding
that ever was.

Recently, we stayed up way
past our bedtime, ignoring our
homework to Hgure out all the
GFU couples we know to be
engaged. Our first count was 35,
and within a week, we were up to
42 couples! No one's quite sure
what the total's up to now,
WHAT is going on here? Is
Cupid on crack? Everyone in our
little college world suddenly has
this bright, blinding rock on her
Unger! (And have you seen some
of these rings? We do mean
ROCK.) Did someone put some
thing in the water? Apparently
our Brita has filtered it out.

Sharing this discovery with
friends, we found them to be just
as intrigued as we were. We
teamed with Melissa Mock to

figure out just what has come
over our campus. After talking to
couples, engaged or not, and
some single students and profes
sors, we came up with several
findings and a few theories.

Couples who are currently
engaged have been dating any
where from two months to five

years — and everywhere in
between.

And that's not counting the

myriad of couples dating for
lengthy periods of time now who

simply haven't yet taken the
plunge. These we refer to as the

ple having cof
fee one evening,

"soon-to-be-suckered"

individual we'll call "Aimee-

speculation
begins. Before
the unsuspecting

Smith-Wells-to-be" and our

couple can even

freshman-year R.A.. "HollySchmolly-Brown-Nelson-lo-be,
i t - d o e s n' t - m a tt e r- a n y w a y -

walk

you're-engaged."
This phenomenon isn't lim

the rumor has

ited to only the GFU campus.

started.

and

include the likes of one unnamed

from

Coffee Cottage
to Pennington,
already been

L.I.F.E. Bible College in San
Dimas, Calif., is bemusedly

if a guy asks a

Therefore,

r e f e r r e d t o a s L . I . F. E . " B r i d a l "

girl to go to

College. Evidently the students
at their institution experience the
same influx of proposals as ours

church with him,
or vice versa,

some. God-fearing people who
will make excellent husbands and

ples sometimes use marriage as a

then he has already decided he is

do.

willing to invest time and energy

wives some day. However, we

moral standard.

Determining one's readiness

into a relationship.
Hence dating at George Fox

before they are married, they tend

on the couple. For some, circum
stances may simply set the time

is like cooking in a pressure

have a feeling that there are just
as many "out there."

cooker: events are accelerated

2. The Next Logical Step:

stay pure — not a good reason to

line. For others, marriage just

beyond the normal timeframe.
(Ironically, both authors of this

This theory especially
applies to graduates. When the
time comes to graduate and move
past GFU, a difficult decision

make a lifelong commitment!

to be married seemingly depends

feels like that natural next step in
their relationship: they feel it's

theory are now engaged to awe

just time.
And then there's that magi

some girls.)
In the spirit of these two the

cal answer that no one but cou

orists, many other hypotheses
have been offered to explain the

ples in love can understand: You
just know.
Suddenly, that young man is
just hit with the realization that

GFU dating scene. The follow
ing is a short selection of these
theories.

this is the one for him. Once he's

found her, it seems like a waste of

time to wait any longer. (Straight
from the mouth of a GFU stu

ple are afraid that it is impossible

dent, by the way.)
During Craig Johnson's

to meet Christians outside the

1998 Communication Theory
course, Thomas Payne and Matt
McGee posited the "Pressure

confines of this university.
Classmates seem set on finding
their life partners, and many
believe the college campus to be

faces those who are in a serious

relationship. Either they break
up, pursue a long-distance rela
tionship, or get married. In this
case, we can easily see why get
ting married would seem the best
option.
3. Sex vs. Commitment:

In the secular world, premar
ital sex is not only okay, but is

happy betrothed folk or to make
fun of the commitment they've
made. (Shucks, two of these peo
ple are on the Crescent staff
itself! The phenomenon reaches
everywhere.)
We just honestly are amused

couple has been dating for any

Christmas break rolls around.

length of time, it is then assumed

Forgive us for being cynical.
Bottom line: we're truly
happy for those of you who are
engaged. You've still got plenty
of months to plan, as do the rest

that they have already slept

the "final frontier" for locating
that designated soul mate. Afraid

of being unequally yoked, they

"casual" dating is impossible in

together. As they get older, the
couple begins to consider
whether or not they want to make

look desperately for someone

such a small community because

a lifelong commitment. Marriage

here at GFU.

is the symbol of that commit

There is no question that this

Don't send us nasty letters ...
we're not trying to condemn the

encouraged. In most cases, if a

scene at George Fox.
Their theory claims that

campus is chock-full of awe-

Keep in mind that these are
just theories, not judgment calls.

by the way men on bended knee
just seem to pop out of the wood
work right about the time

Cooker" model for the dating

there is too much peer scrutiny.
Once a few people see two peo

Not wanting to have sex
to rush the decision merely to

I. The Scary World Theory:

This theory claims that peo

vehicle for skirting around a

ment.

In the Christian realm, cou

of us who now must try to fit in
four weddings every Saturday for
the entire summer of 2001.

Thanks a lot, Cupid.

The true story behind the myth of Cupid (Pll'B£QS'}{ YOUCH JlOVfE
in VaCentme 's Dao/
Cupid is the most

famous of Valentine symbols and
everybody knows that boy armed
with bow and arrows, and pierc

but as a mortal she was forbidden
to look at him.

ing hearts. He is known as a mis
chievous, winged child armed

Psyche was happy until
her sisters persuaded her to look
at Cupid, as soon as Psyche
looked at Cupid, Cupid punished

with bow and arrows.

her by leaving her. Their lovely

The arrows signify

castle

and

desires and emotions of love,
and Cupid aims those arrows

Cupid has always played a role
in the celebrations of love and
lovers. In ancient Greece he

was known as Eros, the young
son of Aphrodite, the goddess of
love and beauty. To the Roman's
he was Cupid, and his mother

gar

was Venus.

in an open field with no signs of

ty of Proserpine, the wife of
Pluto, and put it in the box.

During her trip she was
given tips on avoiding the dan

dens vanished

too. Psyche found herself alone
other beings or Cupid.

As she wandered trying
to find her love, she came upon
the temple of Venus. Wishing to

Cupid to punish the mortal. But

destroy her, the goddess of love
gave Psyche a series of tasks,

instead, Cupid fell deeply in love

each harder and more dangerous

with her. He took her as his wife.

then the last.

T
ersonaf
Cfassi
fl
e
^s
In honor of the blossoming love (and friendship)
around us, The Cresr^m- j; dedicating
part of the next issue towards the

She was also warned not to open
the box. But Temptation over
came Psyche and she opened the
box. But instead of finding beau
ty, she found deadly slumber.

of love messages.
These wil beprinting
^i.oo each-maxi
mum six lines (about

Cupid found her lifeless

of this ad
and send it in to Sub box Ethe
withbottom
your payment
.

on the ground. He gathered the

ing story about Cupid and His
mortal Bride Psyche in Roman
mythology. Venus was jealous of
the beauty of Psyche, and ordered

take it to the underworld. She

was told to get some of the beau

gers of the realm of the dead.

at Gods and Humans, causing
them to fall deeply in love.

There is a very interest

For her last task Psyche
was given a little box and told to

words).
There wil be a booth40in the
SUB all next week from

deadly sleep from her body and
put it back in the box. Cupid for
gave her, as did Venus. The gods,
moved by Psyche's love for
Cupid made her a goddess.
Today, Cupid and his
arrows have become the most
popular of love signs, and love is

most frequently depicted by two

hearts pierced by an arrow,
Cupid's arrow.

Courtesy of theholidayspot.com
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Tasto experiences taste of Russian life, culture
BETH

TEMPLETON

just around the corner as Tasto
experienced life as a Russian

spent with the other American
students In a variety of classes.
"We had one main pro
fessor who spoke in Russian
about thirty percent of the time.

student.

He would also have different

and^J was ready for an adven
ture."

News Editor

And an adventure was

FolrBeckyTaso
t,asenoir
I international studies

m a j o r, a s e m e s t e r a t
Nizhni Novgorod State

University

in

Nizhni

Novgorod, Russia, located
approximately eight hours east
of Moscow by train, allowed

The

classes

Ta s t o

enrolled in were similar to

those offered here at George
Fox; however, they demanded
more outside application.
"I

had

a

three

hour

her to step into a new world.

Russian language class in the

One of seventeen American

morning taught by a Russian

professors or members of the
government come in to teach
different portions of the class.
If they did not speak English
well, he would translate.

"Even though I
had to do a lot of learning
on my own, the knowledge
I acquired was applica-

Tasto spent six weeks
in the dorms before moving in
with a Russian family.
"I dreaded living with

ple do not have a lot of hope.
Tasto experienced this first
hand in her relationship
with Irina, the eighteen
was

"The part I
dreaded most

with.

was one of the best times

ning, we did not see
eye to eye," says

ily I lived with. In
knew

of the trip.

-Becky TavSto,
Senior

more

than

Half

of

the

Ta s t o .

"She

didn't

seem to have a lot of

hope. I don't know what
we expected from each
other, but it was like we both

thought the other was arrogant.

most

Russians."

"In the begin

9?

about the Russian gov
ernment

-year-old daughter of
the family she stayed

when I look back on it, it

share it with the fam

I

other cultures in the world.

The economy is weak and peo

a

living with a family. But

e to life. 1 could

fact,

ing out for me."
The Russian people are
more depressed than many

Russian family the most before

When we first met, she told me

leaving," reflects Tasto. "1 did

that there were only a few peo

semester was spent liv

n't think 1 would like it; how

ple in the world that she con

ing in the dorms on
campus and the other

ever, looking back on the expe
riences, it was one of the best
times of the trip.
"The family 1 stayed
with was upper-middle class,
and yet they had

sidered

half

with

a

Russian

family.
"The dorms we

stayed in were the
Russian

medical

friends.

Before

!

returned to the States, she told
me that she con
sidered

very little.

dorms. They were the
nicest ones on campus,

not in comparison to

Contributed Phoio housing here on cam-

Tasto outside of the former capital of Russia, Vlademir.

pus. ! almost wish we
had stayed in the regu

very

generous

students in a school with^

professor who spoke very little
English," says Tasto. "Before I

lar dorms so that we could have

had more of the real experience

to me. They would buy me a

Tasto was able to experience

went, I didn't even know the
Russian alphabet. Although 1
am far from fluent, I know

o f d o r m l i f e i n a n o t h e r c o u n t r y.

piece of meat and take such
pleasure in watching me eat it

enrollment of about 20.000,
Russian life to the fullest.

"I wanted to go some-

where outside of George Fox "
says Tasto, "1 knew it would be
completely different than any

thing I had ever done before

Although we lived along side

enough to get around. 1 could

the Russians, we were served
better food than they. This

communicate with people on a

made me feel a bit awkward,

very basic level."

but I suppose it was because we

The

afternoon

was

were paying more."

as they feasted on a simple
meal of potatoes. They were so
very generous and kind, walk
ing me to the bus stop late at
night and just generally watch-

i g g e s t
received from this
blessings
trip."
Tasto encourages other
students to take advantage of
the study abroad program.
"It's not for everyone,"
she says. "But 1 am so glad that
I had the privilege of going."
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Dry showers, crowded buses, part of expene^e
dent? Well let me share with you
our little exchange rale: 78 Kenyan

oh, oh, maybe just one more! 26

shillings per one U.S. dollar. As to
laziness, it is amazing what people
will offer to do for you. A cab driv
er will ttike you one meter down the
street for 400 shillings!! Ooooh,

traveling with more than one

what a steal! At least that is what

m o n e y.

Africa, right outside of Nairobi.
There I attended Daystar University

we thought at the beginning, but we
soon discovered that we could get

through the Christian College
Consortium prognim with twenty

across town for 10 "bob" (cents).
Even on the most crowded bus,
when mazungos are seen, seats

Being in Africa real
ly made me appreciate many
of the things we take for
granted here in America, such

AMY CHAMBERLAIN

ConlhhuUng Writer

Mynamesi Amy

Chamberlain, a senior

liL'ic at George Fox

University. 1 spent the last four
months living in Kenya, East

other Americans from around the

United States, and around 2,000
African students.

From my llrst step in
Africa, 1 quickly discovered that as
a white person, there was no need
foraHrstname. We all became uni

versally known as "Mazungo."
Instantly 1 became rich, lazy and
tinbclievably attractive.
Hmin...you .say rich, a college stu

magically appear. This makes me
wonder what the relationship past
whites have had with Africans.

Anyways, that brings us to the
question: why am 1 so cute?
One of my favorite things
was the public transportation, better

And it is also advisable when

white girl to appoint one offi
cial "matatu pimp" so when
the offers come in, you can
refer them to the one with the

as functional faucets. Often

when entering the bathroom, I
would find massive bugs and
a dry shower head welcoming

me. There were those rare occa-

Sions at 3:30 am when I woke . , j Christine Shaw with friends in Africa.
u
to water cascading out of *-ndiiiucim Normally you
u pp
broken shower faucets flooding the

didn't catch on.

1 was also under the

known as "matatus." I never knew

hallways...if it is not one extreme,

that you could fit 25 people com

it was another.

fortably in a small Nissan minivan

After attempting a couple
weeks of hand-washed laundry. I
decided to go with the "no sock"

Africa, 1 would only be exposed to
the traditional African tribal music.
What a misconception! I don't

option. Feet are much easier to

think I was ever aware just how

and

was impossible there, because of
the floods of "Sorry, sorry, sorry,

poli, sorry" that came from each

and every surrounding African who
saw the incident. It is funny how

clean. 1 also never realized how 1

many black rap/ hiphop and R«feB

would long for the ring of any tele

artists there actually are. It is amaz

phone as much as 1 did. Waiting at
6 am four times a month for your
loved ones to call gets old fast.

ing. 1 did become closely acquaint

now when I trip or drop something,
I find myself profusely apologizing

KISS 100.3 FM. "Nairobi's fresh

to everybody.
Overall, my four months

But at least the kids there

were adorable...that is, when

tliey're not saying "Mazungo. give
me shilling." Most children are so
happy to see you that they always
exclaim, "How are you? Fine!" A
question and answer all in one. We
tried without reward to teach them

a new greeting that properly represenis (he American culture, that is

Chamberlain and Kristen Byrd in front of Daystar.

impression that when I amved in

mi«»ht want to try and hide this
embarrassing moment. I found this

"What up G? Word'." but they just

ed with the major radio station,
hits!" Ooh yeah! It is funny how
when you decide to shut off the

radio in your room, you could still
here the vibe throughout the cam
pus. 1 don't even know how many

culture inundates you because even

in Kenya were intense and full of
memories. I learned three things
while I was there: 1 found myself,
learned about another culture, and

times I heard Toto's "Africa;" they

learned that things don't always go

love that one. God Bless Africa!!!

your way. I hope and would
encourage all of you to study

Now imagine with me
for a moment those days that just
aren't going so well, and to tcTp it all
off, you've just tripped and dropped

abroad if you can. It is an opportu

nity Fox offers that I am glad I did
n't pass up!

Students Abroad

Study
China Studies Program

Base
Studies
dn
i Sh
Program
angha,ith
allows
eChn
stu
ia

Fall Semester
peace in the Middle East. A trip
to Israel is included in the study

Other Consortium schools and

experience.

than 20 African countries to

dents to experience cross-cultural

Russian Studies Program

living on a major Chinese univer
s i ty c a m p u s . S tu d e n ts w i l l
explore tiie complex past of one

''T^his program is unique in that
J. it draws on the resources of

of (he world's oldest cultures;

spend ten days in Moscow,

experience the economic, politi

twelve

cal. and social realities of con-

tcmporai7 China, and look ahead
to study China's challenges as a

Novgorod, and ten days in St.
Petersburg studying the history,
culture, religion, politics, lan

rapidly emerging world power.

guage, and current events of

Eduventurc Indonc.sia

Basthis
edn
iprogram
Ira
i nJaallows
ya,Indstudents
onesa
i,
to experience cross-cultural liv
ing and to deepen their under

standing of the Lordship of
Christ in beautiful, rugged,
remote, culturally diverse, Irian
Jaya.
Middle East Studies

Program

Basperdo gn
ir a C
ioe,l pEsgyspt ut,dthesin t
ma
hr
understand the history, religions,

three Russian cities. Students

weeks

in

Nizhni

study at the only accredited evan
gelical Christian liberal arts col
lege in all of Black, English speaking Africa. At Daystar,
where one of its strengths is its
indigenous nature as an African
University, you will have the
privilege of being immersed in

Latin American Studies

Basedni SanJose,Cosa
t Rcia,
the Latin American Studies

Program allows students to expe
rience cross-cultural living, deep
en their understanding of the
Lordship of Christ in an interna
tional context, and to explore the
economic, political, social, and
of

North

America's relationship with its
Latin neighbors.

Oxford Honors Program

A. a partnership with program

Study in Africa Program

Renaissance Studies, affiliated

Christine Shaw

Dave Coyle

Matthew Stave

Daystar

Semester in Spain

Mark Giiman

Rebecca Tasto
Russian Studies

Semester in Spain

with Keble College of the

Krista Jarvis

University of Oxford. This is a

Daystar

unique learning opportunity
where students learn with the

tutorial system. During the

Haunnah King

s e m e s t e r, s t u d e n t s w i l l w o r k

Latin American

through two separate tutorials,
studying one-on-one with Oxford

Studies Program

dons (professors), who can adapt

a course to an individual students

f^he African program at

X Daystar University in

— Infornuuion written by Paul

tion of the Middle East church

Nairobi. Kenya, is operated

and an understanding of the eco
nomic and political realities,
which influence the quest for

through the Christian College

Chamberlain, Director of

Students

from

Daystar

Program

Amanda Thompson
Latin American

Studies Program
Joyce White

Semester in Spain

requirements.

peoples, and cultures of this fas
cinating and complex region.
Stiidcnls also gain an apprecia

Consortium.

Amy Chamberlain
Daystar

with the Centre for Medieval and

Program

realities

Daystar

Natalie Long
Semester in Spain

African culture.

''T^he Oxford Honors program is

Russia.

cultural

over 1300 Africans from more

Kristen Byrd

Overseas Studv

George Fox can join those from
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What are the pieces of your life?
Guest Writer nABF,R catch a glimpse of the world
beyond Fox."

Campus
with tho-

J

splattered

■ .t!i
1.'ed^'wi
'^'t^h"'sthei
ements.
Foxmail
IS
nddl
r announcements

"This ! Know," a one-act fea
tured in the festival, was both written

and directed by Russell. An ensem

piece about a young girl's joys
containing all sorts of colorful the ble
and
the angst of growing up in a
matic words and descriptions. But

what really ,s the "Pieces of Life"
Theatre Festival? Furthermore, how

can It possibly be a piece of my life?
Unlike the more traditional full-

length productions, this year the
George Fox theatre department is
stripping down to a bare stage and
moving the perfonners, directors and

choreographers into the spotlight.

With no detailed sets, elaborate

costumes or fancy lighting and
explosions, the festival -focuses on

the simplistic art of stor^'telling, cre

ating an intimate connection between
the artist and the audience.

With 18 different pieces of per

forming art, including one-act plays,

dances and short scenes, both student

and guest artists will explore the dif
ferent aspects of our lives. Some of
these themes are beautiful while oth
ers are ugly. Some are easy to
embrace;

others

are

not.

Nevertheless, they happen to each of
us. no matter where our faith lies.

Senior theatre student, Kristina
Russell, feels that this festival will

"allow the audience to not only see
elements of their own life but also

Christian community, Russell says
the play "addresses major issues

Festival:

7:30 p.m. Shows: $7.00 for
adults, $6.00 forGFU alumni, $5.00
for seniors & students, $3.00 for

children. (Students receive compli
mentary ticket on Thursdays only.)
9:30 p.m. Shows: $4.00 for
everyone.

often neglected by the Christian cul

During the last week, WoodMar Auditorium has been bustling

ture."

with activity as artists, directors,

While

"This

1

Know" doesn't provide complete
answers to some of life's tough ques

tions, it offers hope to those who deal
with similar struggles. "If you don't
relate to the main character, you'll
know someone who will," says
Russell.

Over 50 students are involved in

some aspect of the festival, whether
onstage or behind the scenes.

choreographers and technical crews
have worked day and night to final
ize the details of the festival.
Excitement is in the air as

"Pieces of Life" will provide audi
ences with an honest, realistic look at

both the joys and fears within our
lives. Each piece in the festival,
whether a play, dance or scene, is an
opportunity for artists to tell a story.
A story that needs to be told.

Countless hours have been spent in
rehearsals as both student and guest
Maybe it will be your story.
artists from the greater W i l l y o u g r a d u a t e
Portland area have prepared to w i t h c o l l e g e d e b t s ? H a v e
bring their art to life onstage. you figured how long it will take
"Pieces

of

Life"

2 0 0 1 M r. B r u i n
Contestants
Freshmen:

Jesse Elliott

Chad Stillinger
Ben Salisbury
Sophomores:
James Eribank
Richie Clausen

Dave Tussing
Juniors:
Tim Williams

D e m e t r i Ts o h a n t a r i d i s

Jeff Kirksey
Seniors:

Thong Nguyen
Jonathan Morell

Reid Tenkley

runs

you to pay them off—if you get
February 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 with the job you are hoping for?
different pieces performing Learn how multi-level marketing
each evening. Tickets and a
enables you to leverage your
complete schedule and descrip
potential. Leam the
tion of performances are avail earning
variables of MLM plans and how
a b l e a t t h e t h e a t r e b o x o f fi c e
to choose the company with the
(ext. 3844) weekday after
plan that is right for you. No risk.
noons from 1-5 p.m.
503-538-0198
Here are the ticket prices
ajhpooIe@open.org
for the "Pieces of Life" Theatre
www.shakIee.net/ajpoole

Fraternities • Sororities

Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-S2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. No

sales required. Fundraising dates arc filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or
visit ww\v■ campusfundraiser.com.

FAMILY PORTf=lAITS - 3ENI0H PICTURES - WEDDINGS • SPECIAL EVENTS

Seniors, Don't Forget!!
Senior portraits scnedulec lor Feb. 141hyi5*h ;n

the Cap anc Gown f^oom Packages available!!
sVeoneacay (^eb. 10.3C - 2.3C

Thurscay (Feb. 1Sth) 10-30 - 2.3D a. 4.O0 - 7.0C
•>

^
. s'

WEDDING PORTRAITS

'4*

-r^

,1 .

(■afXurwit on,•.<>111- ncMiiii tlay
C'mII (odiiv f(»r package iiitormsitmii'

Five Gables
photography
Hon Uingman 503.538.9635
FAMILY PORTRAITS - SENIOR PICTURES - WEDDINGS - SPECIAL EVENTS
|ssue9«i.OC\''ll
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A & E

Artists are truly among us
D AV I D A

ANKENV

Assistant Editor

For the past month, the
Art Department has hosted an
art

show

entitled

"Artists

diverse talents of the commu

n i t y. T h e e x h i b i t i n c l u d e s
photography by Kim Stave,

to the talents of the universi

mixed media sculpture ot a

ty's librarians—four of them,

stork made with industrial

the

in fact: three from MLRC and
one from PCL. Zoie Clark

items. Phyllis Kirkman from
the physical plant shows two

showed three of her oil paint

charcoal drawings. The most

ings, testifying to a talent in
rendering her subjects in an
unusual light. Debbie

intriguing of these is a draw
ing of a paper bag entitled

Area

Coordinator

for

houses. Her artwork depicts
her travels to Africa,

Among Us." Unlike most art
shows on campus, this one
does not feature art students,
nor does it explicitly feature
art professors. Instead, this

Germany, and England, and
attests to an eye perceptive to

show focuses on the rest of

ents the intersection of form

the George Fox community —
its employees and staff and

and function with her painted

their families.

bright colors and solid lines,
these pieces show that utili

This art show, held in the

Schomburg Gallery in the
Ross building, shows the

tems, presents an inventive

The show also witnesses

the artistic moment.
Another AC has works on

display: Cara Copcland pres

ceramic

containers.

With

"Paper or Plastic."
From

Ellingsworth possesses a
variety of talents, and dis
plays each with great skill.
Her works range from mixed
media to oil paintings to terra
cotta self-portrait sculpture.

the

o f fi c e s

in

shows a refreshing lightness

and spontaneity of thought.

Doug Campbell adds his
mixed media work—evoca

tive of CD-ROMs and zip
disks—reflecting on the rapid

technological advances of the
modern age.

The art faculty are not the

only professors involved in

Hoover and Woodmar come
the next selections in the

the show. Paul Anderson dis

exhibit. Bonnie Jerke, in

or of a German riverside.
Arthur Roberts, Professor

Career Services, shows a

photo of a camping trip enti

plays his talent on a watercol
Emeritus, shows a keen abili

ty to recognize art in his nat

works

tled "A Room with A View,"

tarian does not necessitate

more exclusively in mixed

and a dreamy oil painting of a

ural surroundings with his

blandness.

media, including a tiled bird-

r i v e r r i d e i n Ve n i c e .

driftwood

Kathleen

Jones

Scott Box, University

house and a whimsical
chess

set.

Mona

Advancement, has an alterna

Gettman has a panache

tive

for watercolors, and

Flag" — an afghan in red,
w h i t e , a n d b l u e . To d d
McCollum displays his black
and white photographs of the
natural world. The clarity
and contrast of these photos
echoes such photographers as

her talent is clearly
expressed in her three
contributions

to

the

s h o w.
From our mainte

nance department
come numerous works

of art. Jan Thompson,
the custodial supervi
sor,

contributes

a

mixed media sculpture
of

a

windmill.

Edwin

Espaha, of building
r e p a i r, h a s a u n i q u e
gift for paper cuttings,
and his piece "To God

ptioto by Erin Stelzenmueller Glory, " posOne of the many fine contributions to the exhibit is this sesses intricacies and

mixed media sculpture by Jan Thompson, "Wind o' Vestige." inspiration.

Larry Kintz, who
works in building sys

Let's

take

on

the

American

sculptures.

Perhaps the most moving of
these is a carving of a poem
he composed to his wife.
Rounding out the show
are the family members of our
staff. Lucy Capeil, daughter
of Jan Cain, shows three
beautiful infrared photo

graphs of domestic scenes.
These possess a dreaminess
Ansel Adams.
and lightness evocative of
A l t h o u g h t h i s e x h i b i t impressionist painter Mary
does not feature the Art facul
Cassatt. Cindy Espana, wife
ty, they certainly did not miss of Edwin, shows a patchwork
a chance to join in the fun.
M a r k Te r r y i n c l u d e s t h r e e
earthenware pieces—one of
which has an absolutely
remarkable iridescent glaze

reminiscent

of

mother-of-

pearl. Gary Buhler shows one
acrylic and two watercolor
painting. One of these watercolors, a study of a train tun

nel at the Columbia Gorge,

quilt of hexagons that attests
to a life of love. Karl Birky,
h u s b a n d o f V i r g i n i a B i r k y,
exhibits wood carvings and
sculpture, the most fascinat
ing of which is a band of
alder

carved

into

a

mobius

strip.
This art show will not be

around long, so hurry over to
Ross before you miss it!!

That

Are these the right Grammy nominees?
JUSTIN

LOH

A&E Editor

Nothing really seems to shock or amaze me

anymore. But in the event that it does happen, it
usually arrives in the form of a curveball that I

never would have seen coming in a million years.
Today's curveball comes courtesy of the
Recording Academy's Grammy nominations for the
year 2001. Personally, I always like to keep up on
the current news in the world of music. So it was

with great interest that I was looking forward to
seeing who was nominated this year. 1 look a
look at the most important categories of the awards
first, the "General Field," which is comprised of
Record of the Year, Album of the Year, Song of the
Year, and Best New Artist.

After looking through the lists rather quickly, I
had to do a double take and browse the list again,
this time much more carefully. Yes, what 1 was
reading was indeed correct, but nevertheless, I still

had to utter the magic phrase that is universal
whenever anyone is dumbfounded or surprised:
"Huh?"

The first thing I noticed about this list was that
both the Song of the Year and Record of the Year

ter suited nominees such as David Bowie, Moby,
Pearl Jam, Dr. Dre, and Neil Young.
I feel the same way about the Song of the Year
category as well. U2's "Beautiful Day" and
Destiny's Child's "Say My Name" may be catchy

I

stated earlier, this
is the same acade

my that was giv
ing Album of the

pose. I would have liked to have seen Nina

Clapton and Tony

all over the place that it has to nominated, I sup

Gordon's "Tonight and the Rest of My Life."
Maybe it didn't make the deadline.

The biggest shocker that has everybody talking
is what's found in the Album of the Year category.
You've got Beck's "Midnite Vultures," Radiohead's
"Kid A," Steely Dan's "Two Against Nature," Paul
Simon's "You're The One," and last but oh so cer
tainly not least, Eminem's "Marshall Mathers LP."

Beck and Radiohead both put out great albums
this year but 1 would not have thought they would
be recognized in this manner. After all, this is the
same Academy that gave Album of the Year to Eric

Clapton and Tony Bennett only a few years ago. I

admit that I have not heard Steely Dan's or Paul
Simon's new albums, so I'll just have to take the
Academy's word for it. That leaves Eminem.

Madonna's "Music," N'Sync's "Bye Bye Bye,"
Destiny's Child's "Say My Name" or U2's

ers, well, go read something else. For the Academy

producer s award, this category could have had bet

tastes. As

ty. Faith Hill's "Breathe" has been played so much

categories are saturated with pop songs. This is by

"Beautiful Day" qualify as nominations. They may
be good songs, but not that good. Being more of a

and

but they just don't feel like Song of the Year quali

Now, I admit that I kinda like Eminem. I find
him clever, humorous, and quite good when it
comes to rapping. If that's offensive to some read

no means nothing new, but I hardly think that

par with the
Academy's liking

to give Eminem the honor of being nominated is a

bold move that has drawn heat from all who oppose

Ye a r

to

Bennett

Eric
a

few

years ago.

I could go on
about how 1 don't
agree

with

the

other categories,

but 1 think my
point has been
made.

Wait

a

minute, it hasn't. Come to think of it, what is the
point? That's exactly it: what is the point of the

Gramniys? With what is arguably the most contro
versial list of nominees that the Recording

Academy has every made, one cannot help but
question how and why these artists are being recof^
nized. Is it for their talent? Is it for their skills'' Is

It for their popularity? Who knows and who cares?
1 haven't watched the perverted popularity con

test that IS the Grammys for several years. The next
time one of my favorite artists is nominated for

him. Despite this, I wouldn't have even

something worthwhile, I'll watch. But at this rate

conceived that Eminem's latest offering was up to

pens.

It could be quite some time before that ever ban'
F
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What's the big deal about snow, anyway?
"On my first day at the mountain, 1 rode the chair lift up
and at the place where you're supposed to get off, 1 sorta slid
off and then kept sliding...right into three little kids. They
were trying to do their-bindings and I sort of sent them down

the hill. They were pretty mad at me but 1 was just glad 1 was
n't the one going down and landing on my head,"

Chris Walson, SO
Monmouth, OR

— Carmen Charleston, FR
Bellingham, WA
Health and Human Peiformance

CIS/BUS

Brandon Goff, FR
Hillsboro, OR

Computer Science

I started (snowboarding)

"My first time 1 wiped
out big time on the bunny

my senior year in high
school. My favorite places to

slope. It was then 1 realized

go are Bachelor, Colorado,

that none of the three layers
of pants I was wearing had

Tahoe and many others. I
basically enjoy any new ter

any type of drawstrings, as I

rain."

was showing half the moun
tain the beauties of the

plumbing world."

Collin McKinney, JR
Traverse City, Ml
Psychology

Zach Bascom, FR
K e n t , WA

Business Marketing

"About two years ago I
started skiing with friends. I
didn't take up snowboarding
because skiing was the begin
ning of snow sports; snow

boarding is just the offspring of
the original."

Tim Barrans, SO
Salem, OR

Engineering

"I've skied most of my

life but I started snowboarding

two years ago. I think I just

wanted a change and some of
my friends were just starting

out at the time so we all wanted
to try it together."

"I've embarrassed myself plenty of times on
the slopes. Running into little girls not watching
where I was going. Hurting myself trying some
thing that I really shouldn't have. Being too confi
dent about something and then eating it on the ice.

Nathan Chamberlain, FR

Accidentally drooling on a girl while on a chairlift

Dundee, OR

because I couldn't feel my face. Being in the lift

Biology

line and falling causing a chain reaction. Getting

the snot knocked out of you literally and then
nobody telling you that you have anything coming
out of your nose. Trying to look cool and then just
falling because you caught an edge on the flats of
something. Whenever the video comes out, some

"1 love skiing—just feeling
my skiis ripping lines down a
mountain of fresh powder. I
keep my equipment here and
go once a week."

thing always embarrassing happens."

"Skiing is just what I started out doing. Bombing hills
from top to bottom at the edge of control is what skiing is
all about to me. There's no bigger rush than screaming
down a snow covered mountain at 50-plus mph with eyes
watering because of the cold wind and thighs burning
while in the crouched position. Listening to the whine of
skis at high speed, hearing the roar of the air as it rushes
by my ears; yes, that is why I love skiing.

Michael Price, FR
Vancouver, WA
Undecided

"1 really don't like resorts
all that much. They're too
crowded, too expensive, and

Tri-Cities, WA

there are too many people trying
to fit an image, if I had my
choice to go anywhere at all, I

Chemistry

would take a snowmobile out to

— David Panther, FR

Mt. Hood, build a huge jump, and
hit it all day with my homies."

PA G E 1 0
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Women's basketball: the best Bruins ever?
JOHN

F E LTO N

Staff Writer

more than fulfilled his hopes.
"This has exceeded my

and Doud added 10

expectations," says head coach

each.

Over the last five years,

S c o t t R u e c k . " We k n e w w e w e r e

Though George
Fox has six players

George Fox women's basketball

capable of doing this but with a
very tough preseason schedule, 1

capable of scoring in
double figures any

wasn't sure we would come out

given night, each

this well.'

member of the team

The 17-1 Bruins, ranked sec
ond in the NCAA Division III,

knows that the game
must go through post

r y.

are perfect in the Northwest

"I'm really happy with how
we started that game," says

Conference (NWC) with 10 wihs.
With six regular season games

Lacey, last season's
NWC "Player of the

Rueck. "We were focused from

remaining, they have a realistic

the beginning, played hard and

chance of becoming the first

everything came together for us.
We didn't give them a chance to

George Fox team to end a season

Lacey, in her final
year in blue and white,
had her fifth game of

without a conference loss.

the season with dou

head coach Scott Rueck has won

89 games. Few have been as
impressive as last Saturday's 7434 win against Whitman, the
team's eighth consecutive victo

hang around."
Rueck, who came to the
B r u i n s o n a n i n t e r i m b a s i s fi v e

years ago, has turned a good team
into one of the best programs in
the nation. The 1999-2000 NWC
" C o a c h o f t h e Ye a r " h a s a . 7 4 2

Ye a r. "

"I know we are capable of

ble-figure points and

doing it," says Rueck. "It's a
tough task though. With the tal

rebounds with 17 and

ent in our conference we have to

years, the Bruins are
17-0 when Lacey has

prepare for everyone. We play
two of the top teams on the road
so it's going to test us."
After a team-best 11-0 start,

11 . O v e r t h e l a s t t w o

had a double-double.

"She gives us a lot
of confidence, just
knowing that we can
go to her at the end of
a game," says her

winning percentage at George
Fox and has seen this year's

the team's sole loss came to

Bruin team make a claim to be

Northwestern of Iowa, the No. 2

the best the school has ever seen.

team in NAIA Division II. Even

The Bruins, who came into

with the six-point setback, the
Bruins have proved that they can

coach.

compete with any team in the

can count on her to be r^, n • ,-4, _ ^ ss An
,, r. 26 meeting. The Bruins went on to win 55-49,
that unstoppable force. ®
The rest of the team feeds off count on her. She is a big part of injured Jenny Freeman, who tore
the reason we win."
her ACL before the season began.
that."

the season with high expectations
after earning a conference cochampionship and a NCAA
National Tournament berth, have

nation.
"Their commitment level has

really impressed me,"
says Rueck. "All 13

"She

always

Lacey ranks first in the

focused. That makes my

accomplish the team's
goal and that is to win."
George Fox, which
received four first-place

field goal percentage (.586),
fourth in rebounding (8.9), fifth
in scoring (15.4), seventh in freethrow percentage (.766) and tied
for thirteenth in blocks (0.56).
With 1,399 career points, she is
five points away from second

votes

last

place on the Bniin career-scoring

ence-low 14.8 turnovers per

d3hoops.com national
poll, boasts a balanced
attack. Guards Becky

list. Her 775 career rebounds

game is a credit to Thompson's
effectiveness running the team.

s a c r i fi c e s

in

the

to

Thompson, Nicole
Prazeau, Jill Barram and

^|Hposts Heather Doiid and

Katie Lacey, have each
led the team in scoring in

games this season. In
Saturday's 40-point vie-

^ ^ pho,„byL,,hD.,«her ,7
Katy Lacey shoots over a Puget ,5
Sound player on Jan, 17. and wing Tabitha Greiier

also rank her forth all-time.

Lacey has received plenty of
help from their point guard
Thompson, who has done a
tremendous job of running the
team in her three years in
Newberg.
"Becky's our heart and
soul," says Rueck. "Her

Cambridge

"Heather and

Tab (Greller) have filled that spot
really well," says Rueck. "She is
a talented athlete and she is a

points, 4.5 rebounds, 3.44 assists,
2.5 steals and 0.83 blocks per

good defender and a scoring

game, all up from a season ago.

threat."

She

also

has

the

best

assist/turnover ratio in the NWC
with 2.41:1. The team's confer

"The

determination

and

focus of our players has really
been the catalyst for our suc
cess," says Rueck. "They've
been through so much together.

the addition of the all-around

They are experienced and that
experience has helped us win
close games."

skills of Doud, who came to the

Even with all the team has

Bruins after earning two First

accomplished this far, they are far

George Fox has also enjoyed

Te a m A l l - C o n f e r e n c e s e l e c t i o n s

from satisfied. "The Final Four is

at Biola University.
The play of Doud, who is

our goal," says Rueck. "We
reached the "sweet 16" last sea

averaging 10.1 points and 7.0

son and we'd like to improve on

assist/turnover ratio has been

rebounds per game, has helped

that. 1 think that's reachable."

unbelievable. She never tums the

the Bruins overcome the loss of

ball over and we can always

the graduated Wendy Clark and

Lady Bruin Rankings and Honors
Updates good through noted dates
*Through January 14th,

*The Bruins have moved

"'Jill Barram tied her career

NCAA national statistics

up one spot to No. 4 in the

recorded that George Fox

NCAA Division HI nation

had moved into the No, 1

al poll of Jan. 16 conducted

high in points with fifteen
against Puget Sound, then
broke it the next night with

spot in the nation in free
throw percentage.

by D3hoops.com.

sixteen at Pacific.
The Bruins have won

behind the College of St.

*Katie Lacey now has
1,370 career points, 3rd on
the Bruins' all-time scoring
list. Lacey also has 749

eighteen in a row at home,
which ranks 4th among
active home winning

Benedict, MN.

career rebounds, 5th best

streaks in D-lli.

George Fox inducts Hall of
Fame Class of 2001
Six individuals and one team make up the Class of 2001 for the

George Fox University Sports Hall of Fame. They were inducted

into the Hall m ceremonies at the school on Saturday, Jan. 27.

Making up the newest class of honorees are athletes Harold

Ankeny, Gregg Griffin, Cindy (Warner) Holmes, Dan LaVeine, and
Brian Martin; Frank Colcord in the category of Meritorious Service;
and the 1991 women's cross country team.

all-time.

*Columbus Multimedia

Collin

Thompson is having her best
overall year this season, shooting
.544 from the field, averaging 9.3

NWC and 15th in the nation in

made

Bruins were the No. 2 team

by

members of this team are

job easy. They have all

*in the West Region, the

photo

comes through and we jjeather Doud dribbles past a Whitworth player in their Jan.

"'As a team the Bruins rank

listed Fox as No. 3 in the

* Becky Thompson now has

fi r s t i n t h e N W C w i t h

n a t i o n i n t h e i r " Te a m

237 career assists, 5th on

rebounding offense and

Eiriciency Ratings", with a

the all-lime list. She also

rating of 194.5, the best in
the West Region.

has 136 career steals, 7th

defense, rebounding mar
gin, free tlirow percentage,

on the all-time list.

assist/TO ratio, and defen
sive rebounds.

Harold Ankeny played football for the Bruins from 1948-1950

late 1970 s. He stil holds many of the school records in the short

sprint^ Cmdy Warner Holmes was a voleybal player from 1989-

QhP
until
she stli hotd
l s^the""ecords
second pa
l cestood
for career h
tis. Dan1998,
LaVen
i e pand
a
l yed
NCCAAcham
NCCAA
'fep,oeany
nsh.ps n
inith
nreeti
ee
yes,
arsl.eBadi
ra
i nnM
gartthem
n
i pa
l yedto
for lth
oe

verysuccessful,99,Brun
i Basketbalteam,andhod
l fthesco
ld
Frank ColcoT' I" TT

fern s md earTv7 ' "k'he late
n wspapcr
e w edi
p tor
a. He
p ewas
r ine
d U oinrraisinHg the
e 'col
" ie'ce's' " e
strumental

endowment to one mo
il n durn
i g the I950s' . The 1991 Crt!

CounrtyTeamhadh
temostsuecessn
f,seasoneverni schoolhsio
try.
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Two Fox students contribute to Parks and Rec
SERENABRUMlIvn

vantages, there is much good to

Sports Editor

come from Wolds contribution.

Sophomores David Malcolm
and Dav.d Wold have been con-

"The money's not too bad,

but it's also fun to help the little

nbuting their time to a very wor-

kids leant basketball. I see my
role' when I'm reffing the

thetr rooms fighting against their

younger kids as a teacher as well

hy cause. Instead of sitting in

unconquerable Playstation,

they ve gotten involved in the
c o m m u n i t y.

Malcolm and Wold are par-

ncipating as coaches and referees

in the Park and Recreation pro

gram for younger kids. Both
have a love and desire for basket
ball, but they wanted to be able to

reach out in a way that would
help others.
I had been a referee for

Catholic Youth Organization in
the Portland area and enjoyed the
work," Wold commented. "I've
always liked basketball and the

kids are pretty entertaining

a s

well."

Wold, a double major ...
i n
accounting and business manage
ment, started out reffing as a
freshman in high school but then
took a couple years off. This is
now his fourth season doing it.
"I referee mostly middle
school, as well as some high
school," said Wold. "I also refer

ee for men's church league a few
times a month during the sea
son."

Along with helping out the
kids, the job can also provide a

good setting for learning how to
handle conflict, and not just with
adolescents.

"Coaches always complain

but the church league players are
the worst," Wold admits. "Not to
mention the 8 a.m. Saturday

morning start."
But, despite the minor disad-

as a ref," he said.

From Talent, Ore. we have

David Malcolm, who got his
inspiration from Fox's own
men's basketball coach, Mark
Sundquist.
"I was talking to Coach
Sundquist about how to get start
ed coaching and he recommend

ed starting out at the rec level and
gave me Mark Martin's phone
number," Malcolm recalled.
Martin then proceeded to
arrange a 7th grade girls basket
ball team together for Malcolm
and Professor Melanie Mock to
coach.

Though Malcolm started

officiating last year, this is his

options of volunteering free of
pay, reffing and coaching can
offer some nice bonuses, and not

David Malcolm

just in the green.
"For reffing, pay is the best

Sophomore

depending on how far I have to
drive. 1 an get paid anywhere
from $10 an hour including drive
time to around $20-plus an hour
for three back to back games,"
Malcolm explained.
"But also," he continued,
"reffing gives experience work
ing under pressure and helps you
develop thick skin. It can also be
great for getting in shape
although its best to already be in
somewhat good shape."
Park and Rec is a perfect
way for you to carry on your pas
sion to others younger than you.
There are many types of

with the Portland Basketball

Officials Association. They do

Saturdays.

high school, middle school, and
Catholic Youth Organization
Basketball and are part of the
Oregon Schools Activities
Association (OSAA)."
Though these jobs are parttime, the guys have found it can
be rather consuming.
"Reffing is a real big time

There's also the Greater

Portland Basketball Association,

another organization Malcolm is
reffing for and Chehalem Park
and Rec that Wold participates in.
Interested? Try it out; give
someone a call.
Yo u

can

contact

and last year witli the Portland Basketball Officials
Association

*Spends about three hours or more every single day
except Sunday and Thursday reffing
*Says coaching requires an hour and a half a week for
practice
*Refs 2A-4A boys and girls JV basketball, middle

schools, and the Chehalem Parks and Rec League
David Wold

Sophomore
Accounting/Business Management
Beaverton, OR

*Has reffed for Catholic Youth organization in the
Portland area
^Started out as a freshman and is now in his fourth sea
s o n

*MostIy refs middle school basketball, some high
school, and men's church league
*Time consists of every Saturday for a few hours, as
well as a possibility of one or two nights a week.

Mark

Rec at 503-538-7454.

"Although you can regulate it a
bit by saying no to games, I usu

tact David Malcolm via email

Or, to ref in the PBOA, con

ally spend around three hours or
more of every day except Sunday
and Thursday reffing games.
The option for me to ref those

and he can give you the commis
sioners of the organization's

Thursdays and Sundays is always

something that can be good for
you and for so many other peo
ple.

Though there are always

*Has coached two years, this year at Parks and Rec

Martin at Chehalem Park and

commitment," Malcolm admits.

there, too."

Talent, OR

league and levels you could par
ticipate in, as Malcolm stated he
was reffing for the PBOA doing
anything from 2A boys and girls
JV games to 4A boys and girls,
and from middle school games to
Catholic Youth Organization on

first year to coach.
"I started officiating last year

Undecided

phone number.
Don't hesitate to join in on

Tonight at Lewis & Clark
Women @ 6 p.m.
Men @ 8 p.m.

Come support your Bruins!
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CALENDAR & NEWS

February 2001
Sunday

mondav

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

S AT U R D AY

Friday

^^ Pieces
of Life,
7:30.p.m., 9 p.m.

1

Pieces of Life,
w 7:30 p.m., 9
p.m.
Basketball vs. PLU:

Basketball at Lewis
and Clark: Women at
Pieces of Life, 7:30

p.m.

p.m., 9 p.m.

4

5

8

7

6

Women at 6 p.m.,
men at 8 p.m.

6 p.m., men at 8

1 Powder Puff,
XU 10a.m.

Pieces of Life,

Pieces of Life,
7:30 p.m., 9 p.m.

7:30 p.m., 9 p.m.

B a s k e t b a l l v s . L i n fi e l d :

Women at 6 p.m., men
at 8 p.m.

Chapel: Winter
Serve Trips

Chapel: Gregg
Lamm

Pieces of Life, 7:30

-

Homecor

p.m., 9 p.m.

11

1M

12

6 p.m.

Vo i c e

A / Puget Sound:
p.m., men at 8 p.m.

P a c i fi c : W o m e n a t 6

Baseball at University
of La Verne, CA

p.m., men at 8 p.m.

Valentine's Day

6 p.m., men at 8 p.m.

Voice

- Admission Scholarship Day -

— Homecoming —

18

Women at 6

Basketball vs.

Basketball at
Willamette: Women at

Chapel: Many
Nations, One

1 ^7 Basketball at

16

15

1 /1_ Chapel: Many
1 "T Nations, Once

^ Peace Supper,

ning -

C

19

u

I

t

u

r

a

I

20

C

e

I

e

b

r

a

t

21

ion

Wee

k

22

X,

Te n n i s v s .
University of
Puget Sound,
3:30 p.m.

Baseball at University
of La Verne, CA

Chapel: The

Chapel: The

Chapel: The

Dance of God

Dance of God

Dance of God

University Players,
7:30 p.m.

24

Men's tennis

at Linfield,
9 a.m.
Women's tennis vs.

PLU 2:30 p.m.

B a s i? b a l l a t H a w a i i P a c i fi c U n i v e r sity

25

26

27

Chapel: Loving
Christ With All

28

Women's tennis at

Men's tennis at Lewis

Lewis & Clark, 3 p.m.
Chehalem Symphony,
7:30 p.m.

& Clark, 3:30 p.m.

Yo u r M i n d

,

Chapel:
DaySpring

Multicultural Week; Many Nations, One Voice
Sponsored by Multicultural & International Services
M o n d a y. F e b . 1 2

Prayer Vigil for Racial
Healing

biases, this is for you.
Spiritual Formation credit
given.

S a t u r d a y. F e b 1 7

Kershner Lecture Hall

Ta s t e o f t h e W o r l d

4:30-7:00 p.m. Come and

T u e s d a y.

11 : 0 0 a . m . . N a t i v e

T h u r s d a y.

Feb. 13

American Long House on
t h e C l o c k To w e r L a w n .

Writing/Lit and History
Departments. 7:30 p.m.,

Feb. 15

Native American cuisine.

Cultural Fair

Everyone is invited to come

3-5 p.m.. EHS

and pray anytime through

Atrium.

out the week.

and

Ta s t e o f t h e

Come

experience

International and Multi- ^
ethnic booths, foods, and

Dining Room. Come

4:30-7 p.m., Klages Dining
Room. Come and enjoy a
traditional Thanksgiving

crafts hosted by George Fox

yand sample some

Dinner and discover the

Taste of the World

history behind the
Thanksgiving foods we typ
ically eat.

4:30-7:00 p.m., Klages

authentic

Students.

Latin

American cuisine.
Salsa Dance!

8:00 p.m.. Klages Dining

Dining Room. Come and

Room. An ASC sponsored

sample some authentic

European Cuisine
Wednesday. Feb. 14

In Honor of J-J Avery
Presentation of Student

Ta s t e o f t h e W o r l d

Research Papers on Native
American topics. J-J's

4:30-7:00 p.m., Klages

paper will be read along

Dining Room. Sample
some authentic Asian cui
sine.

6:30 p.m. Dessert served in
Wheeler Gymnasium.

World

4:30-7:00 p.m., Klages

Taste of the World

Evening Chapel:
"Bridges to Under
standing Workshop"
7:30 p.m.. Cap and Gown
Room. If you want to take
a hard look at yourself and
examine some of your own

sample some authentic

event. -

F r i d a y. F p h . 1 6

Taste of the World

Native American Arts
and Crafts Show

6:30 p.m.. Wheeler
Gymnasium. Booths, food,
and more!
Pow Wow

7:30 p.m.. Wheeler
Gymnasium. Come eat. lis
ten to excellent drumming,
watch traditional dancing,
and Join in!

4:30-7:00 p.m., Klages

Take advantage of the

with the paper of the con
test winners. Reception fol

Dining Room. Come and

various opportunities

sample some authentic

lowing. Sponsored by the

African cuisine.

offered this week
and enjoy.
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